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1. Andy Warhol, Barbie, 1985 © Mattel

2. Picture from Barbie’s Instagram account @Barbistyle, 2015 © Mattel

THIS IS THE FIRST TIME THAT BARBIE HAS RECEIVED SUCH AN UNCONDITIONAL INVITATION BY A FRENCH MUSEUM. KNOWN FOR ITS DESIGN,
FASHION, TOY AND ADVERTISING COLLECTIONS, THE MUSÉE DES ARTS DÉCORATIFS IS THE IDEAL VENUE TO PAY TRIBUTE TO THIS ICONIC
DOLL, WHOSE STORY HAS MANY DIMENSIONS AND HAS MADE AN INDELIBLE MARK ON THE SOCIO-CULTURAL HISTORY OF TOYS IN THE 20 TH
AND 21 ST CENTURIES. 700 BARBIE DOLLS ARE THUS DEPLOYED ON 1500 M 2 , NEXT TO WORKS FROM THE COLLECTIONS OF THE MUSEUM
(DOLLS, GOWNS), BUT ALSO WORKS BY CONTEMPORARY ARTISTS, DOCUMENTS (NEWSPAPERS, PHOTOS, VIDEO) THAT CONTEXTUALIZE THE
« BARBIE’S LIVES ».
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3. first Barbie, 1959
© Mattel

4. Barbie flight attendant, 1961
© Mattel

8. Barbie aérobics instructor,1984
© Mattel

5. Barbie businesswoman, 1963
© Mattel

9. Oscar Dela Renta Barbie, 1985
© Mattel
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10. Barbie présidential candidate, 2000
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7. Barbie surgeon, 1973
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11. Diane Von Furstenberg Barbie, 2006
© Mattel
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male,

to

150 professions, from the most traditional to

century, Ruth Handler,

manufacture such a doll. Directly inspired by

the most avant-garde. Barbie has been a vet

one of Mattel’s founders, began dreaming

the German advertising doll Lili, Barbie was

several times, a palaeontologist, computer

of a three-dimensional fashion doll. Ruth

launched with her own mythology : born in

scientist,

observed that Barbara and her friends were

Wisconsin, Barbara Millicent Roberts has a

doctor, ballerina, policewoman, and even

not at all interested in dolls representing

family and clearly identified friends, but her

a presidential candidate four times and an

children but solely in those representing

age has deliberately never been specified so

astronaut before Neil Armstrong in 1965.

women : they imagined themselves in their

that she can embody either an adolescent or

Her ever-present boyfriend, Ken has become

future lives, as young women rather than

a young woman. She successively has been a

just as famous. Barbie is more than just a

as mothers and housewives.
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doll, she is a life.
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12. Dior Barbie, for the Bar’s tailleur 50th anniversary, 1997
© Mattel
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13. Karl Lagerfeld Barbie, 2009
© Mattel

14. Mad Men Barbie, 2010
© Mattel
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also inspired artists such as Andy Warhol

Barbie’s wardrobe, amply displayed for the

Barbie’s silhouettes, hairstyles and outfits

to portray her while others have widely

event and reflecting evolving fashions, the

will be revealed for the exhibition, which

played with her image.

museum will feature several of the most

will feature models and drawings by those

Many couturiers have crossed paths with

emblematic pieces in its collection.

who have masterminded Barbie’s success.

Barbie the « fashionista », and imagined

A popularity stemming from her ability

the most extravagant and elegant outfits

« Dress Barbie » competition

to adapt to changing times, constantly

for her. The exhibition will feature several

For the event, the Musée des Arts Décoratifs

renewing herself yet always remaining

of
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and Mattel are organising a competition,

the same. This success can be explained

Rabanne, Thierry Mugler, Christian Lacroix,

inviting high school pupils and art school

by continuous exchanges with popular

Jean Paul Gaultier, Maison Martin Margiela

and university students over 18 years old

culture. Ever since she was created, she

and Christian Louboutin. In counterpoint to

to imagine a Barbie outfit.
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the museums

THE ARTS DÉCORATIFS MUSEUMS
107 rue de Rivoli, 75001 Paris
> phone +33 01 44 55 57 50
Metro stations : Palais-Royal, Pyramides,
Tuileries
Open Tuesday to Sunday 11am to 6pm
(Late opening Thursday until 9pm :
Temporary exhibitions and jewellery
gallery only)
admission
> full rate:
11 €
> reduced rate:
8.50 €
MUSÉE NISSIM DE CAMONDO
63 rue de Monceau, 75008 Paris
> phone +33 01 53 89 06 40
Open Wednesday to Sunday 10am
to 5.30pm
Closed Monday and Tuesday
admission
> full rate:
9 €
> reduced rate:
6.50 €
educational and cultural services

The Educational and Cultural Department
organises museum tours for adults,
groups and individuals
> reservations +33 01 44 55 59 26
thematic workshop-tours and guided
tours related to an exhibition for 4 to
18 year-olds
> reservations +33 01 44 55 59 25
lectures and panel discussions
> reservations +33 01 44 55 59 75

library

The Arts Décoratifs Library
107 rue de Rivoli, 75001 Paris
> phone +33 01 44 55 59 36
Open Tuesday to Saturday 10am to 6pm

exhibition catalogue

Barbie
Texts : Anne MONIER, Denis BRUNA,
Michel PASTOUREAU, Frédéric BEIGBEDER,
Aurore BAYLE-LOUDET

école camondo

266 boulevard Raspail, 75014 Paris
> phone +33 01 43 35 44 28
ateliers du carrousel

Published by Les Arts Décoratifs

the museum boutique

107RIVOLI
art mode design paris

107 rue de Rivoli, 75001 Paris
266 boulevard Raspail, 75014 Paris
63 rue de Monceau, 75008 Paris
> phone +33 01 44 55 59 02
partners ’ club

The Partners’ Club brings together firms
wishing to participate in promoting Les
Arts Décoratifs, developing a lasting
relationship with our institution and
broadening their network of contacts.
It acts as a laboratory for ideas and
interaction
between
economic
and
cultural actors and creators.
Members – at three different levels –
benefit from the advantages of patrons
and sponsors.
> phone +33 01 44 55 58 07
les amis

Les Amis des Arts Décoratifs promote
the Arts Décoratifs museums and library
in France and abroad. Their support
contributes to the enrichment and
restoration of the museum’s collections.
Members have free admission to the Arts
Décoratifs museums and can participate
in private visits, thematic days and
cultural tours.
> phone +33 01 44 55 59 78

107 rue de Rivoli, 75001 Paris
> phone +33 01 42 60 64 94
Open 10am to 7pm
Closed Monday

le restaurant
the
restaurant

- bar – terrace
107 rue de Rivoli, 75001 Paris
or access via the Carrousel Gardens
> phone +33 01 56 88 50 60
restaurant

website
WWW.LESARTSDECORATIFS.FR
WWW.FACEBOOK.COM/LESARTSDECORATIFS
WWW.TWITTER.COM/ARTSDECORATIFS

